Michael Marsh-Soloway
The Development and Legacy of the Mathematical Imagination of F.M. Dostoevsky: Reconstructing the Education of the Novelist at the Main Engineering School, 1838-43

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 2016, 2:00-3:15
NEW CABELL HALL 236 (German Conference Room)

***

Dr. Kathleen Thompson
Reader as Writer: Authorial Instruction in Margarita Meklina's Short-Story Fiction

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23, 2016, 4:30-5:45
NEW CABELL HALL 236 (German Conference Room)

***

Dr. Jill Martiniuk and Sarah McElaney
Using Digital Lesson Plans in the Russian Language Classroom

FRIDAY, APRIL 22, 2016, 2:00-3:15
NEW CABELL HALL 236 (German Conference Room)